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Abstract
In this paper, we study exact learnability of bounded-width ordered binary decision diagrams
(OBDDs) when no ordering of the variables is given and learning is conducted by way of equi-
valence queries and membership queries. We present a learning algorithm for width-2 OBDDs,
an algorithm which uses O(n3) equivalence queries alone, where n is the number of variables.
We also present a learning algorithm for width-2 OBDDs that uses O(n) proper equivalence
queries and O(n2) membership queries. Further, we show a negative result: that there are no
polynomial-time algorithms capable of learning width-3 OBDDs from proper equivalence queries
alone. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs), which are also known as (ordered)
branching programs, are a useful representation of Boolean functions. This type of rep-
resentation has been the subject of recent study in a wide variety of elds [5]. In the
eld of computational learning theory, there have already been studies on query learn-
ability of -branching programs 2 [9], query learnability of OBDDs with a given vari-
able ordering [8], and PAC-learnability of bounded-width branching programs [7, 6]. 3
In this paper, we focus on exact learnability of bounded-width OBDDs. This has
previously been studied by Ergun et al. [7] who have shown that width-2 branching
programs are PAC-learnable and that PAC-learning of width-3 branching programs
is at least as hard as PAC-learning of DNF. We note that they assumed in their
study that the ordering of variables in a target OBDD is given. Here we assume that
the ordering is unknown. This assumption makes the learning dicult because with
respect to a function representable by a width-2 OBDD with one ordering, there will
E-mail address: atsu@sbl.cl.nec.co.jp (A. Nakamura).
1 RWCP: Real World Computing Partnership.
2 Branching programs in which no variable appears more than once.
3 The branching programs considered in [6] are not restricted to ordered ones.
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be a dierent ordering for which this function may not necessarily be representable by
an OBDD whose width is a polynomial of the number of variables. (see Appendix a).
The diculty of learning OBDDs with an unknown best ordering has been shown
by Gavalda and Guijarro [8], and it has seemed more feasible to us to limit our
investigation to bounded-width OBDDs with an unknown best ordering.
As a learning framework, we use Angluin’s query learning model [1], which al-
lows two kinds of queries: equivalence queries and membership queries. We present
a learning algorithm for width-2 OBDDs 4 (with an unknown ordering) using O(n3)
equivalence queries alone, where n is the number of variables. Our algorithm, which
represents a slight modication of Simon’s learning algorithm [10] for decision trees,
asks equivalence queries with a hypothesis decision list belonging to a certain function
class. This class is a proper superset of the width-2 OBDD class. Thus the equivalence
queries asked by the algorithm are not proper.
While exact learnability of the width-2 OBDD class by way of proper equivalence
queries alone has yet to be shown, we can do so when membership queries are also
allowed to be asked, and in a later section, we present a learning algorithm for the
width-2 OBDD class using O(n) proper equivalence queries and O(n2) membership
queries. Our algorithm uses a layer list as a hypothesis. A layer list is a new represen-
tation by which every function representable by width-2 OBDDs can be represented
uniquely.
We also show a negative result concerning proper learnability of width-3 OBDDs:
by modifying the proof for the read-once formulas of Angluin et al. [2], we are able to
show that there are no polynomial-time algorithms capable of learning width-3 OBDDs
from proper equivalence queries alone.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide denitions and
notations used in this paper. In Section 3, we explain the two representations that
our algorithms use: one is a layer list and the other is a decision list. In Sections 4
and 5, we present our query learning algorithms for width-2 OBDDs. In Section 6, we
describe our hardness result for width-3 OBDDs. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude
this paper with some open questions.
2. Preliminaries
Let x1; : : : ; xn be Boolean variables and X = f(x1; : : : ; xn) : x1; : : : ; xn 2f0; 1gg. A bi-
nary decision diagram (BDD) is a directed acyclic graph with one root (source) node
and two sink nodes: a 0-labelled sink node and a 1-labelled sink node. Each internal
node is labelled with a Boolean variable and has two outgoing edges, one labelled
0 and the other 1. In an ordered BDD (OBDD), there must exist a linear ordering
‘<’ of variables such that xi<xj if there is an edge from a node labelled xi to a
node labelled xj. An OBDD can be used as a representation of a Boolean function
4 In a recent independent study, Bergadano et al. have shown a more general result [4] (see Section 4).
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on X calculated as follows: for an assignment x1 = a1; : : : ; xn= an, start from its root
node, select the ai-labelled outgoing edge at a node labelled xi, and regard the label
of the sink node reached nally as the value of the function. For an OBDD D and an
assignment e, Path(D; e) denotes the subgraph of D whose nodes and edges are passed
in this process.
We refer to the set of nodes labelled by a variable x as the x-level. Let D be an
OBDD with an ordering ‘<’, fxi1 ; : : : ; xikg be the set of variables labelling the nodes
in D, and assume xi1<xi2<   <xik . We say that D is a levelled OBDD if every
outgoing edge from the xij -level enters the xij+1 -level for any j2f1; : : : ; k − 1g and
every outgoing edge from the xik -level enters one of the sink nodes. The width of a
levelled OBDD D is dened as the maximum number of nodes contained at any level
in D. A width-k OBDD is a levelled OBDD having width of at most k.
A decision list is a list L of pairs [(f0; g0); : : : ; (fd; gd)], where all fi and gi are
Boolean functions on X and fd is a 1-valued constant function 1. We say that d is
the length of L. The decision list L represents a Boolean function hL on X calculated
as follows: hL(x) for x2X is gj(x), where (fj; gj) is the leftmost item in L satisfying
fj(x)= 1. For classes F and G of Boolean functions on X with 12F; (F;G)-DL
denotes the class of decision lists of the form [(f0; g0); : : : ; (fd; gd)] such that fi 2F
and gi 2G for all i2f0; : : : ; dg. We dene the alternation level of the jth item in L as
follows. The jth item (fj; gj) is at level 0 if gi= gj on fx2X : fi(x)=fj(x)= 1g for all
i2f0; : : : ; j− 1g. Let Xi= fx2X : 9j[fj(x)= 1; (fj; gj) is at level i]g. Assume that the
jk th item is the last item in L at level k>0. Then, the jth item (fj; gj) for j>jk is at
level k+1 if gi= gj on fx2X−
Sk
h=0 Xh: fi(x)=fj(x)= 1g for all i2fjk+1; : : : ; j−1g.
We also say that the alternation level of fj in [(f0; g0); : : : ; (fd; gd)] is i when (fj; gj)
is at level i. Note that any swapping of items at the same alternation level leaves hL
unchanged. We say that L has l alternations if the last alternation level of L is level l.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the last alternation level contains (fd; gd) only.
Any decision list with fd= 1 can be converted to such a form by removing unnecessary
items. The alternation level of f which does not appear in L is dened as the last
one. This is because adding (f; gd) to L as the last item does not change the function
represented by L.
As previously noted, we use as our learning framework the query learning model
proposed by Angluin [1]. In this model, the goal of a learning algorithm is to identify
a target function f using equivalence queries and membership queries. An equivalence
query asks if the unknown target function f is equivalent to a hypothesis h; if so the
answer ‘YES’ is returned, otherwise a counterexample e(f(e) 6= h(e)) is returned. An
equivalence query is proper if a hypothesis h used in the query is also a member of
the function class from which a target function f is chosen. A membership query asks
the value of f(a) of a target function f for an assignment a.
In the sequel, 1 denotes 0 and 0 denotes 1. For variable x; x denotes the negation of
x. We dene x0 as x and x1 as x. For assignment e; ex denotes the assignment obtained
from e by ipping the bit assigned to x. We let x(e) denote the value assigned to x
by assignment e.
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3. Representations
3.1. Layer list representation
In this subsection, we dene a new representation for width-2 OBDDs, called a layer
list, by which every function representable by width-2 OBDDs is represented uniquely.
The layer list of a width-2 OBDD can be obtained by applying the following two-step
conversion to the OBDD:
Step 1: Conversion of a width-2 OBDD into one in normal form, and
Step 2: Conversion of a normal-form width-2 OBDD into a layer list.
3.1.1. Conversion into a normal-form width-2 OBDD
Let D be an arbitrary width-2 OBDD. Every node in D can be placed on a pair of
parallel lines such that (1) either line contains at most one sink node and at most one
node in every level, and (2) the nodes appear on each line according to the variable
ordering of D. We call the line containing 0-labelled sink node the 0-lane and the
other line the 1-lane. (See Fig. 1.)
In this paper, OBDDs are drawn so as to place their 0-lane on the left side. The
appearance of D depends on which node is placed on the 0-lane at each level. Thus,
we introduce a normal form of width-2 OBDDs, in which the lane each node should
be placed on is uniquely determined.
Assume that one of the two lanes is assigned to every node of D. By changing
its lane assignments without changing the function it represents, we convert D into
a normal-form width-2 OBDD. We use two procedures, Body-Conversion and Root-
Conversion for this task. In procedure Body-Conversion, the lane assignments to nodes
in each level are changed and unnecessary levels are removed. After procedure Body-
Conversion, the lane assignments except for that to the root node do not depend on its
Fig. 1. Example of a width-2 OBDD (before normalization).
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Fig. 2. Level types.
initial assignments. Procedure Root-Conversion uniquely settles the lane assignment to
the root.
We rst describe procedure Body-Conversion. First, note that, for a=0 or 1, a pair
of a-labelled edges outgoing from each level having two nodes belongs to one of four
types below [7].
Thus, if we consider all edges outgoing from one level, there are 16 possible patterns.
We classify these patterns and hence the levels into 7 types. (See Fig. 2.)
In procedure Body-Conversion, levels are processed one by one from below. Let L
be the level which is processed currently. If L is a w-type, the procedure combines
the two nodes into one. If L contains only one node, it removes all levels above L
and stops. Thus, the procedure has no chance to process vv-type levels. If L is a
reverse-type, all the lane assignments to the nodes in the levels above L and L itself
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0. i = −1
1. i = i + 1
2. If Li is w-type, combine the two nodes into one.
3. If Li contains only one node, remove all levels above Li and stop.
4. If Li is reverse-type, reverse all the lane assignments to the nodes in the levels
above Li and Li itself.
5. If Li is parallel-type, remove Li.
6. Go to 1.
Fig. 3. Procedure Body-Conversion.
are reversed. By reversing the lane assignments to the nodes in L, L is converted into
one of four types, a parallel-type, a 0{v-type, a 1{v-type or an x-type. In Fig. 2, the
coordinates shown in reverse-type entries indicate which entries they are converted
into. If L is a parallel-type, the procedure removes that level. The precise description
of the procedure is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, Li denotes the ith level of D from
below for i>1, and L0 denotes the level of sink nodes.
Procedure Body-Conversion converts the width-2 OBDD in Fig. 1 into the last one
in Fig. 4. Note that, in the initial OBDD, the x7-level, the x6-level and the x4-level
are reverse-types, the x5-level and the x2-level are parallel-types, and the x3-level is
a w-type. The converted OBDD is composed of three types of levels, a 0{v-type, a
1{v-type and an x-type.
Procedure Root-Conversion decides which lane the root node should belong to. In
order to do so, it is enough to decide whether the level of the root node is a 0{v-type,
a 1{v-type or an x-type. For a=0 or 1, the root node is on the a-lane when the level
is a-v-type. Note that 0= 1 and 1=0 by denition. If the level is an x-type, the root
node is to be on the same lane as the node pointed by the 0-labelled edge outgoing
from the root node. Let Ll be the level of the root node. We decide the type of Ll as
follows: Ll is the same type as the previous level Ll−1 if l>2, and Ll is an x-type
if l=1, namely, if the OBDD has only root node except the sink nodes. The detailed
description of procedure Root-Conversion is given in Fig. 5.
Some conversion examples by procedure Root-Conversion are shown in Fig. 6.
We say that width-2 OBDD D is in normal form when the applications of procedure
Body-Conversion and Root-Conversion do not change D. It follows from the denitions
of the two procedures that all OBDDs are in normal form after the applications of the
two procedures.
Proposition 1. Let D0 be the width-2 OBDD made from a width-2 OBDD D by
applying Body-Conversion and Root-Conversion to D. Then, D0 is in normal form.
3.1.2. Conversion into a layer list
Are there dierent normal-form width-2 OBDDs representing the same function? The
answer is yes. For example, the two OBDDs in Fig. 7 represent the same function.
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Fig. 4. Application of Body-Conversion.
1. If Ll is the level of sink nodes, stop.
2. If Ll−1 is an x-type or the level of sink nodes (l=1), place the root node on the
same lane as the node in Ll−1 which is pointed to by the 0-labelled edge outgoing
from the root node.
3. If Ll−1 is an a-v-type (a=0 or 1), place the root node on the a-lane.
Fig. 5. Procedure Root-Conversion.
In order to represent these two OBDDs by a unique representation, it is necessary to
convert them into a layer list.
Consider the four outgoing edges from a v-type level. Any two edges having the
same value and pointing to the same node are referred to as merging edges. Others
are called non-merging edges. Additionally, we refer to two outgoing edges from a
branching node as branching edges and those from a non-branching node as non-
branching edges (see Fig. 8).
We dene the x-level label in a normal-form width-2 OBDD as follows: when the
x-level is a v-type, its label is dened as literal x if the label of its merging edges
is 1, and as literal x otherwise; when the x-level is an x-type, its label is dened as
literal x.
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Fig. 6. Some applications of Root-Conversion.
Fig. 7. Dierent normal-form width-2 OBDDs representing the same function.
Fig. 8. Four outgoing edges from a v-type level.
A layer is a part of D composed of consecutive levels of the same type. We dene
the type of a layer to be the type of levels in the layer. A layer list of a normal-form
width-2 OBDD is a list of triples [(;; X0; a0); (V1; X1; a1); : : : ; (Vd; Xd; ad)], where, Vi is
the set of labels of the levels in the ith v-type layer from the bottom of the OBDD; Xi
is the set of labels of the levels in the x-type layer between the ith v-type layer and
the (i+1)th v-type layer; and ai is 1 if the (i+1)th v-type layer is a 1{v-type, and ai
is 0 otherwise. Note that we dene X0 and Xd as the sets of labels of the levels in the
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x-type layer below V1 and above Vd, respectively, and that ad is dened to be 1 if the
root node is on the 1-lane, and 0 otherwise. Now the question is which layer the level
of the root node should belong to ? Deciding the type of the root-node level resolves
this question. The root-node level is dened to be the same type as the previous level
when there are more than one level in the OBDD except the level of the sink nodes,
and it is dened to be an x-type if there is only one level. Note that each Xi can be
empty. We say that d is the length of the layer list.
The two normal-form width-2 OBDDs in Fig. 7 are represented by the same layer
list [(;; ;; 0)(fx4g; fx3g; 1)(fx1; x2g; ;; 0)].
3.1.3. Representation uniqueness
Theorem 2. Width-2 OBDDs D1 and D2 represent the same function if and only if
their respective layer lists coincide.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that D1 and D2 are in normal form.
The ‘if’ part is trivial because, if the layer lists of D1 and D2 coincide, the dierence
between them must be their variable ordering in each layer, and changes in the variable
ordering in any layer will not result in any changes in the function.
Let us prove the ‘only if’ part. Let f be the function represented by D1 and D2
and let [(V 10 ; X
1
0 ; a
1
0); : : : ; (V
1
d1 ; X
1
d1 ; a
1
d1 )] and [(V
2
0 ; X
2
0 ; a
2
0); : : : ; (V
2
d2 ; X
2
d2 ; a
2
d2 )] be the layer
lists of D1 and D2, respectively. Assuming that (V 1j ; X
1
j ; a
1
j )= (V
2
j ; X
2
j ; a
2
j ) for all j<i,
let us prove (V 1i ; X
1
i ; a
1
i )= (V
2
i ; X
2
i ; a
2
i ). Note that the following proof is applicable even
when i=0.
First, we prove V 1i =V
2
i . By the denition of a layer list, V
1
0 =V
2
0 = ;. Assume
that V 1i 6=V 2i for i>0. Without loss of generality, we can assume that V 1i − V 2i 6= ;.
Let xa 2V 1i − V 2i . There exist variable y and b2f0; 1g such that x and y are dier-
ent variables and yb 2V 2i [X 2i [V 2i+1 holds by the following reason. If such yb does
not exist, V 2i = ; or (V 2i = fxag and X 2i [V 2i+1 = ;). The condition that V 2i = ; means
d2 = i−1, and implies that D2 does not have x-level, which contradicts the fact that x is
a relevant variable of f. When V 2i = fxag, it always holds that X 2i [V 2i+1 6= ;, namely,
the ith v-type layer is not the highest layer, because, if the highest layer is a v-type,
it must have at least two levels by the denition of the type of the root-node level.
Thus, there exists a variable y which diers from x and satises yb 2V 2i [X 2i [V 2i+1
for b=0 or 1. Then, there exists an assignment e such that x(e)= a, and Path (D2; e)
contains the branching non-merging outgoing edges from z-levels for all z satisfying z
or z 2V 2k and contains no merging outgoing edges from z-levels for any z satisfying
z or z 2V 2j for any j<k, where k is equal to i when yb 2V 2i [X 2i and i + 1 when
yb 2V 2i+1. For this assignment e, Path(D1; e) and Path (D1; ey) reach the same sink
node, but Path(D2; e) and Path(D2; ey) reach the dierent sink nodes. (See Fig. 9.)
This contradicts the assumption that D1 and D2 are representations of the same func-
tion.
Next, let us prove X 1i =X
2
i . Assume that X
1
i 6=X 2i . Without loss of generality, we
can assume that x2X 1i − X 2i . Since x is relevant to the function represented by D2,
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Fig. 9. Path(D1; e), Path(D1; e y),Path(D2; e) and Path(D2; e y).
x-level is contained in the kth v- or x-type layer (k>i+1). This implies that V 2i+1 6= ;.
Let yb be an element in V 2i+1. Then, there exists an assignment e such that Path(D2; e)
contains the non-branching merging outgoing edge from the y-level and contains no
merging outgoing edges from z-levels for any z satisfying z or z 2V 2j for any j6i.
For this assignment e, Path(D1; e) and Path(D1; e x) reach the dierent sink nodes, but
Path(D2; e) and Path(D2; e x) reach the same sink node. (See Fig. 10.) This contradicts
the assumption that D1 and D2 are representations of the same function.
Finally, we show a1i = a
2
i on the assumption that (V
1
j ; X
1
j ; a
1
j )= (V
2
j ; X
2
j ; a
2
j ) for all
j<i, V 1i =V
2
i and X
1
i =X
2
i . If i=d1, i=d2 must hold. In this case, a
1
i = a
1
j holds
by the type denition of the root-node level and by the assumption that D1 and D2
represent the same function. Consider the case when V 1i+1 6= ;. Assume that a1i 6= a2i .
Let xa 2V 1i+1. Then, V 2i+1 6= ; must hold. Note that xa =2 V 2i+1, because, if xa 2V 2i+1,
there exists an assignment e with x(e)= a such that Path(D1; e) and Path(D2; e) reach
the dierent sink nodes. Let yb be an element in V 2i+1 if V
2
i+1 6= fxag, and an ele-
ment in X 2i+1 [V 2i+2 if V 2i+1 = fxag. Then, there exists an assignment e with x(e)= a
such that Path(D2; e) and Path(D2; ey) reach the dierent sink nodes, which contradicts
the assumption that D1 and D2 represent the same function, because Path(D1; e) and
Path(D1; ey) reach the same sink node. Therefore, a1i = a
2
i .
3.2. Decision list representation
A linear function on X is a function representable by the form f(x1; : : : ; xn)=Pn
i=1aixi + a0, using (a0; : : : ; an)2f0; 1gn+1, where the addition and multiplication are
operations on GF(2). Let LF be the class of linear functions on X and LFk denote
the subclass of LF composed of functions having at most k non-zero coecients
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Fig. 10. Path(D1; e), Path(D1; e x),Path(D2; e) and Path(D2; e x).
Fig. 11. The left width-2 OBDD is represented by a decision list in (LF1;LF)-DL.
in fa1; : : : ; ang. Every width-2 OBDD belongs to the class (LF1;LF)-DL [7, 6],
whose intuitive explanation is given in Fig. 11.
Let D be a normal-form width-2 OBDD represented by layer list [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vd;
Xd; ad)]. A corresponding decision list LD 2 (LF1;LF)-DL is constructed as fol-
lows. For each yb 2Vj for all j2f1; : : : ; dg, let
Iyb =
0
@y + b; P
x2
S
i<j
Xi
x + aj−1
1
A :
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Then, LD is a sequence of Iyb starting with all yb 2V1, followed by all yb 2V2; : : : ;
followed by all yb 2Vd and ending with the item0
@1; P
x2
S
i6d
Xi
x + ad
1
A :
Note that LD has d alternations and that the alternation level of Iyb for yb 2Vj is j−1.
4. Learning via equivalence queries alone
In this section, we present an algorithm which exactly learns width-2 OBDDs from
equivalence queries alone. Here we consider the more general problem of learning
(F;G)-DL, where F is a nite function class and G is a function class which is
learnable using equivalence queries alone. Note that the class of width-2 OBDDs is a
subclass of (LF1;LF)-DL.
Recently, Bergadano et al. [4] have independently shown an elegant result that the
class of width-2 branching programs with a bounded number of sinks, a superclass
of width-2 OBDDs, is learnable via equivalence queries alone. Their result concerning
learnability of branching programs is more general than ours. However, our algorithm
has the following merits. Our algorithm can learn (F;G)-DL for any nite function
class F and any learnable class G via equivalence queries alone. Besides, if G is
proper learnable, then (F;G)-DL is also proper learnable by using our algorithm.
We apply Simon’s algorithm [10], which learns rank-r decision trees using equiva-
lence queries, to the problem of learning (F;G)-DL. Although (F;G)-DL is a class
of rank-2 decision trees over base F[G, we cannot apply the algorithm as is because
it is not applicable when the cardinality of G is not polynomial. But this problem can
be overcome with a slight modication of the algorithm when G is learnable.
Let AG be an exact learning algorithm for class G using at most m proper equivalence
queries. Our algorithm ‘G-DECLIST(AG)’, which is derived from Simon’s ‘DECTREE’
algorithm by replacing each recursive call to itself with a call to AG, keeps a hierarchical
partition fF0; F1; : : : ; FNg of F, where N is the cardinality of F. Initially, F0 =F
and F1 =    =FN = ;. Let S be the set of labelled counterexamples given so far.
G-DECLIST constructs S0; : : : ; SN as follows:
S0 = S; Si+1 = f(x; b)2 Si : 8f2Fi[f(x)= 0]g:
G-DECLIST executes AG for each f2F. Assume that each AG for f is waiting for
the answer to an equivalence query with hypothesis gf. Initially, gf is the hypothesis of
the rst equivalence query asked by AG. Dene If to be (f; gf). Then, the hypothesis
decision list L produced by G-DECLIST is a list of If starting with all f2F0, followed
by f2F1; : : : ; f2FN .
Given a counterexample x, G-DECLIST updates its hypothesis decision list as fol-
lows. Let b be the correct label of x. Let ix = minfi : 9f2Fi[f(x)= 1]g. Add (x; b) to
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Si for all i6ix, and execute procedure UPDATE-LEVEL((x; b); ix). UPDATE-LEVEL
((x; b); i) is the following procedure. Let Fxi = ff2Fi :f(x)= 1; g(x) 6= bg. For all
f2Fxi , UPDATE-LEVEL executes procedure UPDATE-gf or procedure CHANGE-
LEVEL depending on how many equivalence queries AG for f has asked so far. If AG
for f has not asked m equivalence queries yet, UPDATE-LEVEL executes UPDATE-
gf, which gives counterexample (x; b) to AG and updates gf to the hypothesis of the
next equivalence query asked by AG. If AG for f has already asked m equivalence
queries, UPDATE-LEVEL executes CHANGE-LEVEL. CHANGE-LEVEL moves f
from Fi to Fi+1, resets AG for f and restarts it. Let Tf = f(x; b)2 Si+1 : f(x=1g.
CHANGE-LEVEL executes AG by returning an inconsistent member in Tf as a coun-
terexample until hypothesis gf of an equivalence query asked by AG becomes consis-
tent with Tf. CHANGE-LEVEL also moves (x0; b0) satisfying f0(x0)= 0 for all f0 2Fi
from Si to Si+1, and execute UPDATE-LEVEL((x0; b0); i + 1) for all moved (x0; b0).
The following lemma guarantees that the number of f’s moving from Fi to Fi+1 for
some i is at most its alternation level in the target decision list. We omit the proof of
this lemma because the proof of Lemma 3 in [10] is available even for this lemma.
Lemma 3 (Cf. Lemma 3 in Simon [10]). For f2F; let l(f) be the integer i satis-
fying f2Fi during the run of G-DECLIST(AG) and a(f) be the alternation level
of f in the target list L. Then l(f)6a(f).
Theorem 4 in [10] is easily generalized to the next theorem, whose bound on the
number of queries coincides with that of Theorem 4 in [10] when m=1.
Theorem 4. Let F;G be classes of Boolean functions on X and jFj=N . Assume the
existence of exact learning algorithm AG for the class G from at most m proper equiv-
alence queries. Then G-DECLIST(AG) exactly learns L 2 (F;G)-DL of length d
with l alternations from at most
mN + (m+ 1)(Nl− 12 l2 + 12 l− d)6mN + (m+ 1)(Nd− 12d2 − 12d)
6 12 (m+ 1)N
2 + 12 (m− 1)N
proper equivalence queries.
Proof. The latter two bounds independent of l are easily obtained 5 by using the fact
that l6d6N . Note that AG is executed for each f2F. Whenever G-DECLIST(AG)
gets a counterexample, at least one AG gets a counterexample. The algorithm AG for
f2F gets at most m + 1 counterexamples when f2Fi for each i<a(f), at most
m when f2Fa(f), and because of Lemma 3, it gets no more counterexamples, where
5 Note that
Nl− 12 l2 =Nl + (d− l) d+l2 − 12d26Nl + (d− l)N − 12d2 =Nd− 12d2:
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a(f) is the alternation level of f in L. Thus at most (m+ 1)a(f) +m counterex-
amples are necessary for each f2F. In the worst case, L has only one function f
with a(f)= i for each i2f0; 1; : : : ; l− 2g, d− l+ 1 functions f with a(f)= l− 1,
and N −d functions f with a(f)= l. Therefore, the total number of counterexamples
in the worst case is
P
f2F
((m+ 1)a(f) + m)
6mN + (m+ 1)(0 + 1 +   + (l− 2) + (d− l+ 1)(l− 1) + (N − d)l)
= mN + (m+ 1)(Nl− 12 l2 + 12 l− d):
Lemma 5. There is a polynomial-time algorithm which exactly learns LF with at
most n+ 1 proper equivalence queries.
Proof. Consider an algorithm which asks an equivalence query with a hypothesis linear
function that is consistent with all the counterexamples so far. Finding such a linear
function is done by solving linear equations with n + 1 variables. Since adding the
linear equation for a new counterexample reduces the degree of freedom by one, n+1
counterexamples are enough to nd a unique, consistent linear function.
Corollary 6. There is a polynomial-time algorithm which exactly learns an arbitrary
function in (LFk ;LF)-DL with l alternations using O(nk+1l) proper equivalence
queries.
Proof. Let ALF denote an exact learning algorithm for LF which uses at most n+1
proper equivalence queries and whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5. Since
jLFk j=O(nk), we can obtain this corollary by applying Theorem 4 to the case with
F=LFk and G=LF.
Bshouty et al. [6] noted that (LF2;LF)-DL is equivalent to the class of strict
width-2 branching programs and that (LF1;LF)-DL is equivalent to the class
of levelled strict width-2 branching programs. They showed proper PAC learnabil-
ity of these two subclasses of branching programs by using these relationships and
polynomial-time convertibility. Here, by making use of these relationships, as well as
of polynomial-time convertibility and of Corollary 6, we can also show exact learn-
ability of these subclasses from proper equivalence queries alone. Note that learnability
via proper equivalence queries is stronger than proper PAC learnability.
The next corollary describes our result on learning width-2 OBDDs via equivalence
queries alone.
Corollary 7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm which exactly learns an ar-
bitrary width-2 OBDD D using O(n2l) equivalence queries, where l is the length of
the layer list of D.
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5. Learning via proper equivalence and membership queries
In this section, we present an algorithm which learns width-2 OBDDs using proper
equivalence queries and membership queries.
Let [(;; X0; a0); (V1; X1; a1); : : : ; (Vd; Xd; ad)] be a layer list of a width-2 OBDD D.
For 06i<d, we call [(;; X0; a0); (V1; X1; a1); : : : ; (Vi; Xi; ai)] a layer sublist of D and
let Di denote the OBDD represented by it. When X0 6= ;, we also include [(;; ;; 1)]
and [(;; ;; 0)] in the set of layer sublists. Consider the case that the layer list of
D is [(;; fx2; x3g; 1); (fx1g; ;; 0); (fx4; x5g; ;; 1)]. There are four layer sublists of D:
[(;; fx2; x3g; 1); (fx1g; ;; 0)], [(;; fx2; x3g; 1)]; [(;; ;; 0)] and [(;; ;; 1)]. OBDDs
corresponding to these four layer sublists are shown in Fig. 12. Note that, 6 for any
assignment e, D(e)=Di(e) if Path(D; e) contains the node which corresponding to the
root node of Di. Thus, in the case where D is the target OBDD and Di is a hypothesis,
Path(D; e) for a counterexample e never contains that node. Note that D1 in Fig. 12 is
not in normal form because the application procedure Root-Conversion makes the root
node place on the other lane. (See Fig. 13.) Therefore, by the denition of layer lists,
the layer list of D1 is [(;; fx1; x2; x3g; 1)], which we call a normalized layer sublist of
D. Thus, a normalized layer sublist of D is a layer list of the function represented by
one of the layer sublists of D.
Algorithm W2-OBDD-QLearning has the initial hypothesis [(;; ;; 0)]. Given a coun-
terexample for the current hypothesis, the algorithm constructs a new hypothesis, which
is a normalized layer sublist of the target width-2 OBDD and is longer than the cur-
rent hypothesis. Thus, given at most n counterexamples, the hypothesis of the algorithm
coincides with the layer list of the target OBDD.
Fig. 12. OBDDs corresponding to layer sublists of D.
6 We are somewhat loose in our notation here, using a representation of a function as if it were the
function itself.
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Fig. 13. Conversion into the normalized layer sublist.
Denormalization (H; e) return(H 0)
H : normalized layer sublist of D
e : counterexample for H
H 0 : layer sublist of D that is equivalent to H
Construct-normalized-sublist (H; e) return(H 0)
H : layer sublist of D or [(;; ;; 0)]
e : counterexample for H
H 0 : the layer list of D when Path(D; e) contains no non-branching merging edge,
and the layer list of Di otherwise, where i is the minimum j satisfying
the condition that Path(D; e) contains a non-branching merging edge in the
(j + 1)th v-type layer
Fig. 14. Two procedures used in W2-OBDD-QLearning.
Let D be the target width-2 OBDD in normal form. Assume the existence of the two
procedures described in Fig. 14: Denormalization and Construct-normalized-sublist.
W2-OBDD-QLearning is described in Fig. 15. In Figs. 15, 16 and 19, S(H; e) denotes
set fx2 unused-variables(H) : D(ex) 6=D(e)g, where unused-variables(H) is the set of
variables which do not appear in H . The output (ANS,e) of EQUIV(H) is the answer
returned to an equivalence query with hypothesis H , where ANS is YES or NO and
e is a counterexample.
Lemma 8. Assume the existence of the procedures Denormalization and Construct-
normalized-sublist with inputs and outputs as in Fig. 14. Algorithm W2-OBDD-Q
Learning then exactly learns an arbitrary width-2 OBDD.
Proof. Let (ANS0; e0)=EQUIV([(;; ;; 0)]). If the target OBDD represents the
0-valued constant function, then ANS0 =YES. If the target represents the 1-valued con-
stant function, then ANS0 =NO, and EQUIV([(;; ;; 1)]) is executed next because S([(;;
;; 0)]; e0)= ;, and YES is returned.
In the other cases, Denormalization and Construct-normalized-sublist are executed at
least once, for the following reason. Let the target width-2 OBDD be [(;; X0; a0); (V1; X1;
a1); : : : ; (Vd; Xd; ad)]. If X0 6= ;; X0 S([(;; ;; 0)]; e0). If X0 = ;; a0 = 0 and d>0, then
; 6=V1 S([(;; ;; 0)]; e0). If X0 = ;; a0 = 1 and d>0, then ; 6=V1 S([(;; ;; 1)]; e1),
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01 begin
02 H := [(;; ;; 0)]
03 repeat
04 (ANS, e) := EQUIV(H)
05 if ANS = YES then exit repeat
06 if S(H; e)= ; then H := [(;; ;; 1)]
07 else H := Denormalization (H; e)
08 H := Construct-normalized-sublist (H; e)
09 end repeat
10 end
Fig. 15. Procedure W2-OBDD-QLearning.
01 input: H : normalized layer sublist [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vi; Xi; ai)] of D,
e: counter example for H
02 output: H 0: layer sublist of D
03 begin
04 let x2 S(H; e).
05 if H = [(;; ;; 0)] or [(;; ;; 1)] then return H
06 if Xi 6= ; then
07 X := fy2Xi :D(ey) 6=D(e)g
08 if X 6=Xi then
09 let z 2Xi − X .
10 return
[(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vi−1; Xi−1; ai−1); (Vi; X; az(e)i ); (fzz(e)g; ;; az(e)i )]
11 else return H
12 else
13 X := fyb 2Vi :D(ey) 6=D(e); b=0; 1g
14 if X = ; then return H
15 Y := fyb 2X :D(ex; y) 6=D(ex); b=0; 1g
16 if Y 6= ; then
17 let za 2Y .
18 return [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vi−1; Xi−1; ai−1); (Vi − Y; fzg; aai )]
19 else
20 let za 2Vi − X .
21 return [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vi−1; Xi−1; ai−1); (X; ;; ai); (fzag; ;; ai)]
22 end
Fig. 16. Procedure Denormalization.
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where e1 is the counterexample returned by EQUIV([(;; ;; 1)]). Thus, in any case, the
two subprocedures are executed with H = [(;; ;; 0)] or [(;; ;; 1)].
By denition of Denormalization and Construct-normalized-sublist, H is the layer
list of Di for some i after the rst execution of the two subprocedures.
Assume that H is the layer list of Di for some i<d with which an equivalence
query is asked. We prove that H becomes the layer list of Di0 (i0>i) or D when the
next equivalence query is asked. Let e be a counterexample for H .
Path(D; e) contains no merging edge in the jth v-type layer for j<i + 1 by the
following reason. Let PathD(Di; e) denote the path in D corresponding to Path(Di; e).
PathD(Di; e) and Path(D; e) never contain the same node, because, if so, the two paths
coincide from the node to one of the sink nodes, which contradicts the fact that e is
a counterexample for Di. If Path(D; e) contains a merging edge in the jth v-type layer
for j<i + 1, then PathD(Di; e) also contains a merging edge at the same level, and it
is implied that the two paths contains the same node.
Furthermore, in the (i + 1)th v-type layer, Path(D; e) must contain the branching
non-merging edges only, because e is a counterexample for Di.
Therefore, Vi+1 S(H; e) holds and the two subprocedures are executed. Thus, H
output by Construct-normalized-sublist is Di0 (i0>i + 1) or D.
Lemma 9. Let H 0 be a layer sublist of a width-2 OBDD D and H a normalized
layer sublist of D that is equivalent to H 0. Let e be a counterexample for H. Then;
procedure Denormalization (H; e) given in Fig. 16 outputs H 0.
Proof. Let H 0= [(;; X 00 ; a00); : : : ; (V 0j ; X 0j ; a0j)]. Note that H 0 6=H only when jX 0j j=1 or
(X 0j = ; and jV 0j j=1).
Let H = [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vi; Xi; ai)].
First, consider the case with Xi 6= ;. In this case, H =H 0 or (j= i + 1; X 0j = ; and
jV 0j j=1). Note that Path(D; e) contains no merging edge in the kth v-type layer in
D for k6j because e is a counterexample for H that is equivalent to H 0. Thus,
if H =H 0, then X,fy2Xi: D(ey) 6=D(e)g=Xi and the algorithm outputs H (Line 11,
Fig. 17(1)).
Assume that j= i+1; X 0j = ; and jV 0j j=1. Let V 0j = fzag. Then, a0j = aai and a0j−1 = aai .
Since Path(D; e) contains a non-branching non-merging edge at z-level, we obtain
that fzg=Xi − X , a= z(e) and X =X 0j−1. Thus, the algorithm outputs H 0 (Line 10,
Fig. 17(2)).
Next, consider the case with Xi= ;. In this case, H =H 0 or jX 0j j=1 or (X 0j−1 =X 0j = ;
and jV 0j j=1). Consider the case with H =H 0. Since Path(D; e) contains non-branching
non-merging edges in the jth v-type layer, we obtain that X,fyb 2Vi: D(ey) 6=D(e);
b=0; 1g= ;. Thus, the algorithm outputs H when H =H 0 (Line 14, Fig. 18(1)).
Assume that jX 0j j=1. Let X 0j = fzg. Dene a as 1 if a0j 6= a0j−1 and as 0 otherwise.
Then ai= a0j
a and za 2Vi. Since, in the z-level, Path(D; e) and Path(D; ex) contain dier-
ent nodes, we obtain that Y,fyb 2Vi: D(ey) 6=D(e); D(ex; y) 6=D(ex); b=0; 1g= fzag.
Therefore, the algorithm outputs H 0 (Line 18, Fig. 18(2)).
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Fig. 17. Case with Xi 6= ;.
Fig. 18. Case with Xi = ;.
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Assume that X 0j−1 =X
0
j = ; and jV 0j j=1. Let V 0j = fzag. Then, za 2Vi. For Y at
Line 15 and X at Line 13, Y= ; and X =V 0j−1 hold because Path(D; e) contains a non-
branching edge in the jth v-type layer, contains branching edges in the
(j−1)th v-type layer, and contains no merging edges in the kth v-type layer for k6j.
Thus, Vi − X = fzag. Note that ai= a0j. Therefore, the algorithm outputs H 0 (Line 21,
Fig. 18(3)).
Next, let us prove that the procedure Construct-normalized-sublist given in Figs.
19 and 20 is the kind of algorithm that is assumed to exist in Lemma 8. First, let us
explain two functions used in the procedure: Classify-and-sort and Append. Let V be
a nite set. Assume that set Sx is dened for each x2V , and that Sx  Sy or Sy  Sx for
any x; y2V . Let k be the number of dierent elements in fSx: x2Vg. Consider sets
S1; : : : ; Sk which are k dierent sets in fSx: x2Vg satisfying S1 S2    Sk . Then,
function Classify-and-sort (f(x; Sx): x2Vg) outputs (k; (S1; V1); : : : ; (Sk ; Vk)) which
satises the condition that fV1; : : : ; Vkg is a partition of V such that x2Vi if and
only if Sx = Si. Function Append ((A1; : : : ; AlA); B1; : : : ; BlB) is dened as (A1; : : : ; AlA ; B1,
: : : ; BlB).
Now, we explain how procedure Construct-normalized-sublist nds the layers of
a target OBDD and nds out their types and positions. In the following, we ex-
plain one easy case using an easy example for intuitive understanding. Let D be
the normal-form width-2 OBDD shown in Fig. 21, which is represented by layer list
[(;; X 0 ; 0); (V1 ; X 1 ; 0); (V2 ; X 2 ; 1); (V3 ; ;; 0); (V4 ; ;; 1); (V5 ; ;; 0)]. Let e be the assign-
ment for which Path(D; e) is the one shown in Fig. 21. Note that Path(D; e) contains no
merging edges, which is an important assumption here. According to whether Path(D; e)
contains the branching or non-branching edge outgoing from an x-level, we can classify
all the variables x in the v-type layers into two sets B and N : x is in B if branch-
ing and x is N if non-branching. Note that all the variables belonging to the same
v-type layer are included in the same set (B or N ). Let X denote the set of variables
whose level is an x-type. For D in Fig. 21, B=V2 0 [V3 0 [V5 0, N =V1 0 [V4 0 and
X =X 0 [X 1 [X 2 , where Vi 0 is the set of variables x satisfying that x or x is in Vi .
Let S = fx: D(e) 6=D(ex)g. Then, S is B[X . Thus, we can nd all the variables
in B[X using membership queries. For x2 S, the procedure constructs Sx = fy2 S −
fxg: D(ex) 6=D(ex; y)g. We can divide S into B and X because x2B if and only
if there exists a dierent element y2 S such that Sx  Sy. (The details are in the
proof of Lemma 10.) Assume that x2Vi 0B. Note that, at each level below the
layer of X i , the node contained in Path(D; ex) is dierent from the node contained in
Path(D; e). Thus, at the layers of Vj 0B for j<i, Path(D; ex) contains non-branching
edges only. This means that no elements in Vj 0B for j<i is included in Sx. Further-
more, Path(D; ex) contains a merging edge at x-level. Thus, any assignment changes in
the layer of Vi and above it do not aect the values of D. This means that no elements
in X j and Vj 0 for j>i is included in Sx. Therefore, Sx =
S
j<i X

j . In Fig. 21, B is
divided into two sets; V e1 = fx: Sx =X 0 [X 1 g and V e2 = fx: Sx =X 0 [X 1 [X 2 g. Set
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01 input: H : layer sublist [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vl; Xl; al)] of D or [(;; ;; 0)]
e: counterexample for H
02 output: H 0: normalized layer sublist of D or D
03 begin
=
 nding the set S of relevant variables which do not appear
 in hypothesis H and dealing with the case when only one level is found
=
04 S := S(H; e), Z := unused-variables(H) −S
05 if jSj=1 then
06 let x2 S
07 Wx := fy2Z : D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g
08 if Wx = ; then
09 if Xl 6= ; or l=0
10 then return [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vl; Xl [fxg; al  x(e))]
11 else return [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vl [fxx(e)g; ;; al)]
12 else e := ex, S := S [Wx, Z :=Z −Wx, al := al
=
 dividing S into R1; : : : ; Rh, where each Ri is composed of
 variables of at least one layer in D
=
13 for each x2 S, Sx := fy2 S − fxg: D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g
14 V := fx2 S: 9y2 S s.t. x 6=y; Sx  Syg
15 (k; (S1; V1); : : : ; (Sk ; Vk)) :=Classify-and-sort(f(x; Sx): x2Vg)
16 S0 := ;
17 for i := 1 to k, (R2i−1; t2i−1) := (Si − Si−1; ‘x’), (R2i ; t2i) := (Vi; ‘b’)
18 (R2k+1; t2k+1) := (S − (V [ Sk); ‘x’)
19 if R2k+1 = ; then h := 2k else h := 2k + 1
Fig. 19. Procedure Construct-normalized-sublist (1).
X is also divided into two sets; X e0 = Sx1 and X
e
1 = Sx2 − Sx1 for x1 2V e1 and x2 2V e2 .
As a result, S is divided into four sets, X e0 ; V
e
1 ; X
e
1 and V
e
2 . The problem is that X
e
0
and V e2 are composed of variables from more than one layer, and the layers whose
variables are in N are not yet found. Let Z be the set of variables which is not in-
cluded in S. Let Wx = fy2Z : D(ex) 6=D(ex; y)g. Assume that x2X i . At the layers of
Vj 0N for j>i, Path(D; ex) contains non-branching edges only. On the other hand,
at the layers of Vj 0N for j6i, Path(D; ex) contains branching edges only. Thus,
Wx =
S
j6i; Vj 0N V

j
0. This also holds when x2Vi 0B. In Fig. 21, X e0 is divided
into two sets; X0 = fx: Wx = ;g and set X1 = fx: Wx =V1 0g. We can also nd the
v-type layer between them whose variable set is Wz2 − Wz1 for z1 2X0 and z2 2X1.
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=
 decomposing each set Ri into individual layers of D and nding
 v-type layers between them which contain non-branching edges in P(D; e)
=
20 L := ;
21 for i := 1 to h
22 if Ri 6= ; then
23 for each x2Ri, Wx := fy2Z : D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g
24 (m; (W1; U1); : : : ; (Wm;Um)) :=Classify-and-sort(f(x;Wx): x2Rig)
25 L :=Append(L; (W1; ‘n’); (U1; ti); (W2 −W1; ‘n’); (U2; ti); : : : ;
(Wm −Wm−1; ‘n’); (Um; ti))
26 Z :=Z −Wm
=
 layer list construction
=
27 let L= [(Y1; y1); : : : ; (Ym; ym)]
28 if jYmj=1 then h :=m− 2 else h :=m
29 a := al; j := l
30 for i := 1 to h
31 if yi= ‘x’ then Xj :=Yi, a := a
L
x2 Yi x(e)
32
33
34
else Vj+1 := fxx(e): x2Yig, Xj+1 := ;
if yi= ‘b’ then aj := a else aj := a
j := j + 1
35 H := [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vj; Xj; aj)]
36 if jYmj=1 then
37 let x2Ym
38 return Construct-normalized-sublist(H; ex)
39 else return H
40 end
Fig. 20. Procedure Construct-normalized-sublist (2).
Similarly, V e2 is also divided into V
0
3 ; V
0
4 and V
0
5 which correspond to V

3
0; V4 0 and
V5 0, respectively. Therefore, we can nd all layers of D and also their types and
positions.
Construct-normalized-sublist consists of four parts. In the rst part, that is from Lines
04 to 12, the procedure nds the set S of relevant variables which do not appear in
hypothesis H and deals with the case when only one level is found. In the second part,
that is from Lines 13 to 19, it divides S into R1; : : : ; Rh, where each Ri is composed
of variables of at least one layer in D. In the third part, that is from Lines 20 to 26,
it decomposes each set Ri into individual layers of D and nds v-type layers between
them, the layers containing non-branching edges in Path(D; e). All information needed
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Fig. 21. Example of application of Construct-normalized-sublist.
to construct the layer list of D is obtained by the end of this part. The nal part, from
Lines 27 to the end of the procedure, constructs the layer list of D.
Lemma 10. Let H be a layer sublist of the target width-2 OBDD D and e a coun-
terexample for H. Then;
(1) the procedure Construct-normalized-sublist (H; e) given in Figs. 19 and 20 out-
puts the layer list of D when Path(D; e) contains no non-branching merging
edge; and
(2) it outputs the layer list of Di otherwise; where i=minfj: Path(D; e) contains
non-branching merging edges in the (j + 1)th v-type layerg.
Proof. Let [(;; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vd ; X d ; ad )] be the layer list of D and Vi 0 the set of
variables x such that x2Vi or x2Vi . If Path(D; e) contains non-branching merging
edges in the (i+1)th v-type layer, D(ex)=D(e) for x2
S
j>i (V

j
0 [X j ). Thus, in this
case, the output of procedure Construct-normalized-sublist for the target OBDD D is
the same as that for Di because there is no dierence between the answers for D and
Di to the all membership queries asked in the procedure. This fact allows us to focus
on (1) of this lemma if H is also the layer sublist of Di. The only case for which
H , represented by [(;; X0; a0); : : : ; (Vl; Xl; al)], is a layer sublist of D but not a layer
sublist of Di is when l= i − 1, X i = ; and jVi j=1. Let x be the unique variable in
Vi 0. In this case, Path(H; e) must contain the branching non-merging outgoing edge
from the x-level because e is a counterexample for H . Thus, the layer list H 0 of Di
is [(;; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vi−1; X i−1 [fxg; ai−1  x(e))] if X i−1 6= ; (Fig. 22(1)), and H 0
is [(;; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vi−1 [fxx(e)g; ;; ai−1)] otherwise (Fig. 22(2)). In the procedure,
S = S(H; e), fx2 unused-variables(H): D(ex) 6=D(e)g= fxg=Vi 0 at Line 04, jSj=1
at Line 05, and Wx = fy2 unused-variables(H) − S: D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g= ; at Line 07
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Fig. 22. Examples of H that is a layer sublist of D but not a layer sublist of Di .
because Path(D; ex) contains a merging outgoing edge from x-level. Thus, the procedure
outputs the layer list of Di at Line 10 when X i−1 6= ; and outputs it at Line 11 otherwise.
Let us now prove (1). We dene M (D; e) as follows:
M (D; e), fi: There exists a (branching) merging edge in Path(D; e)
outgoing from a level in the ith v-type layerg:
When M (D; e)= ;: By the denition of level types, the top layer in D contains at
least two levels unless D is composed of one x-type level only.
When D is composed of only one x-type level with label x, H must be [(;; ;; a)],
where a=0 or 1. In this case, the layer list of D is [(;; fxg; ax(e))] because D(e)= a.
In the procedure, S = fxg at Line 04, jSj=1 at Line 5, and Wx = ; at Line 07. Since
l=0 at Line 09, the procedure outputs the layer list of D at Line 10.
Assume that the top layer in D contains at least two levels. In order to avoid
dealing exceptionally with the case that H = [(;; ;; 0)] or [(;; ;; 1)], we let l0= − 1
when H = [(;; ;; 0)] or [(;; ;; 1)] and let l0= l otherwise. We dene B(D; e; iL; iU ) as
follows:
B(D; e; iL; iU ), fi: iL<i<iU ; Path(D; e) contains branching edges
in the ith v-type layerg:
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At Line 04 S =
S
i>l0 X

i [
S
i2B(D; e; l0 ;1) V

i
0 trivially holds. Since S includes all the
variables in the top layer, jSj>2 at Line 05. Thus, Lines 06{12 are not executed. For
each x2 S, the following holds at Line 13:
Sx, fy2 S − fxg: D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g
=
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
 S
j>l0
X j − fxg
!
[ S
i<j2B(D ;e ;l0 ;1)
Vi
0
if x2X i ;
S
l0<j<i
X j if x2Vi
0
:
(1)
Let us prove
V, fx2 S: 9y2 S s.t. x 6=y; Sx  Syg=
S
i2B(D; e; l0 ;1)
Vi
0
(2)
at Line 14.
Assume that x2Si>l0 X i . Then, for all y2Si>l0 X i , Sx* Sy unless x=y, because
y2 Sx and y =2 Sy. Let y2
S
i2B(D; e; l0 ;1) V

i
0. If X d 6= ;, jX d j>2. Then Sx* Sy be-
cause ; 6=X d −fxg Sx and X d −fxg* Sy. If X d = ;, d2B(D; e; l0;1). Then Sx* Sy
because Vd 0 Sx and Vd 0* Sy. Thus x =2V .
Assume that x2Si2B(D; e; l0 ;1) Vi 0. Let x2Vi 0. If jSi6j2B(D; e; l0 ;1) Vj 0j>2, then
Sx  Sy for y2
S
i6j2B(D; e; l0 ;1) V

j
0 − fxg. If jSi6j2B(D; e; l0 ;1) Vj 0j=1, then X d 6= ;
because, if X d = ;, then d2B(D; e; l0;1) and jVd 0j>2, which would be a contradic-
tion. Thus, in this case, Sx  Sy for y2X c . Therefore x2V . This concludes the proof
of (2).
Let us dene (ig; jg) inductively as follows:
i1 =min B(D; e; l0;1); ig=minfj2B(D; e; l0;1): jg−1<jg;
jg=max(fj2B(D; e; l0;1): X f = ; for ig6f<jg[ figg):
Let (ik ; jk) be the last well-dened pair. By (1) and (2), for (k; (S1; V1); : : : ; (Sk ; Vk))
constructed at Line 15, we obtain k = k and
(Sg; Vg)=
 S
l0<j<ig
X j ;
S
j2B(D; e; l0 ;1); ig6j6jg
Vj
0
!
for all g2f1; : : : ; kg. Let j0 = l0 + 1 for convenience. Then,
(R2g−1; t2g−1)=
 S
jg−16j<ig
X j ; ‘x’
!
; (R2g; t2g)=
 S
j2B(D; e; l0 ;1); ig6j6jg
Vj
0
; ‘b’
!
for all g2f1; : : : ; kg at Line 17 and (R2k+1; t2k+1)= (
S
j
k6j X

j ; ‘x’) at Line 18. There-
fore, for each x2R2g−1,
Wx, fy2Z : D(ex; y) 6=D(ex)g=
[
j =2B(D;e;l0 ;1); jg−16j<i
Vj
0
for x2X i ;
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and for each x2R2g,
Wx =
S
j =2B(D; e; l0 ;1); ig6j<i
Vj
0
for x2Vi
0
at Line 23. Thus, it is trivial that all non-empty layers which are not in H are listed in
L at Line 25 with their order of appearance being that in D as taken from bottom up.
A layer list of D is recovered correctly from H and L for the following reasons.
Assume that (Vi ; X i ; ai ) is recovered correctly for all i<j. Then, we prove that
(Vj ; X j ; aj ) is also recovered correctly. Note that the following proof is applicable
even when j=0. Let x2Vj 0. Since Path(D; e) contains a non-merging edge outgoing
from the x-level, the label of merging edge of this level is x(e). Thus xx(e) 2Vj .
Therefore Vj is recovered correctly at Line 32. It is trivial that X j is recovered
correctly at Line 31. Note that a is so updated at Line 31 that Path(D; e) contains a
node on the a-lane at the top level of the topmost of those layers which have already
been recovered. If j + 12B(D; e; l0;1), then the (j + 1)th v-type layer is a-v-type,
therefore aj = a. If j + 1 =2 B(D; e; l0;1), then that layer is a-v-type, therefore aj = a.
Thus, aj is also recovered correctly at Line 33.
Thus, H dened at Line 35 is the layer list of D. Since Ym is the set of variables
that appear in the top layer, jYmj>2. Therefore, the procedure outputs the layer list of
D at Line 39.
When M (D; e) 6= ;: Let i0= min M (D; e). Let x0 be a variable labelling the node in
the i0th v-type layer from which the (branching) merging edge contained in Path(D; e)
goes out. Then S =
S
i0>i>l0 X

i [
S
i2B(D; e; l0 ; i0) V
0
i [fx0g at Line 04.
When jSj>2:
In this case, i0>l+ 1. Let Dx0 be the normal-form width-2 OBDD composed of all
the layers below the x0-level in D and the x0-level itself, namely, the width-2 OBDD
represented by the layer list [(;; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vi0−1; X i0−1 [fx0g; ai0−1  x0(e))] when
X i0−1 6= ; and by [(;; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vi0−1 [fx0x
0(e)g; ;; ai0−1)] otherwise. There are three
lines at which membership queries are asked in this case: Line 04 to construct S, Line
13 to construct Sx, and Line 23 to construct Wx. The dierences between the answers
to the membership queries for D and Dx0 appear only at Line 23 for Wx0 . For D,
Wx0 =Wz [
 S
i00>i>i0−1
X i

[
 S
i2B(D;e
x0 ;i
0−1;i00)
Vi
0
!
[Z − fx0g;
where
z 2

X i0−1 if X i0−1 6= ;;
Vi0−1 0 otherwise;
i00= min(M (D; ex0)[f1g)= min(M (D; e)[f1g − fi0g); and
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Z =
8>><
>>:
fx00: x00 is a variable labelling the node in the i00th
v-type layer from which the (branching) merging if i00 6=1;
edge contained in Path(D; e) goes out
; otherwise:
We get Wx0 −Wz 6= ; because ; 6=Z Wx0 if i00 6=1 and the variables in the top layer
are contained in Wx0 otherwise. Let L at Line 27 for Dx0 be [(Y 01 ; y
0
1); : : : ; (Y
0
m0 ; y
0
m0)].
Then, L at Line 27 for D is [(Y 01 ; y
0
1); : : : ; (Y
0
m0−1; y
0
m0−1); (Y
0
m0−fx0g; y0m0)(Wx0−Wz; ‘n’);
(fx0g; ‘b’)]. Thus, H = [(; X 0 ; a0 ); : : : ; (Vi0−1; X i0−1; ai0−1)] at Line 35. Let H 0 be this H .
Then, Construct-normalized-sublist(H 0; e x0) is executed at Line 38. Since jM (D; ex0)j=
jM (D; e)j − 1 and jS(H 0; e x0)j>2 at Line 04, after jM (D; e)j recursive calls of the
procedure, M (D; ) will become ; and we can see, from the proof for the case with
M (D; e)= ;, that the algorithm will output the layer list of D.
When jSj=1: In this case, i0= l+1, and S must be fx0g. Thus, Wx0 6= ; at Line 07
for the same reason as Wx0 −Wz 6= ; proved above. al 6= ai0−1 must hold, which means
that H is not a layer sublist of D, namely, H = [(;; ;; 0)]. Let H 0 be a list constructed
from H by only ipping the bit of al at Line 12, that is to say, H 0= [(;; ;; 1)]. Then,
H 0 is a layer sublist of D. Since S(H 0; e x0)= fx0g[Wx0 , we get jS(H 0; e x0)j>2. Thus,
this case is reduced to the case with jSj>2.
Theorem 11. Procedure W2-OBDD-QLearning learns width-2 OBDDs in time poly-
nomial in n using O(n) proper equivalence queries and O(n2) membership queries.
Proof. By Lemmas 8{10, the procedure outputs the layer list of D.
The number of equivalence queries and polynomial time complexity are trivial. Let
us consider the number of membership queries. In procedure W2-OBDD-QLearning, at
most n membership queries are used to construct S(H; e). Since the repetition in this
procedure is at most n times, O(n2) membership queries are asked here. In procedure
Denormalization, there are four lines at which membership queries are asked: Lines
04, 07, 13 and 15. Since all the lines need at most n membership queries and this
procedure is called at most n times, O(n2) membership queries are used. In procedure
Construct-normalized-sublist, membership queries are used at Lines 04, 07, 13 and 23.
Since this procedure is also called at most n times, we only have to check the number
of queries used at Lines 13 and 23 to prove that the total number of queries is O(n2).
Note that all the variables in S constructed at Line 04 except at most one variable are
used to construct the updated H . Thus, S contains at most one old member variable
in each call. Therefore, for each variable pair (x; y), the values at ex;y are never asked
more than once at Line 13 through the execution of procedure W2-OBDD-QLearning.
This means that the number of queries asked at this line is O(n2). At Line 23, the
number of queries needed to construct Wx for all new member variables x is trivially
O(n2) in total. For an old member variable, the procedure needs at most n membership
queries. Thus, O(n2) queries are used in total for old member variables at Line 23.
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6. Hardness result on learning width-3 OBDDs via proper equivalence queries alone
Angluin et al. [2] proved that the class of read-once formulas 7 is not learnable in
polynomial time via proper equivalence queries alone. Raghavan and Wilkins [9] used
the same method to show that the same is true for the class of -branching programs.
Here, we used the method to show that the same is true for the class of width-3
OBDDs.
In order to prove such a hardness result, we show that there exists an adversary strat-
egy of providing counterexamples which allows no algorithm to learn using polynomial
number of equivalence queries. The next lemma guarantees that, for any hypothesis
OBDD, there is an counterexample which assigns 0 to a small number of variables or
assigns 1 to a small number of variables.
Lemma 12 (Lemma 1 in Raghavan and Wilkins [9]). For an OBDD composed of N
nodes; let r0 denote the minimum number of 0-labelled edges contained in any one
path among all paths from the root node to the 0-labelled sink node; and let r1 denote
the minimum number of 1-labelled edges contained in any one path among all paths
from the root node to the 1-labelled sink node. Then; N>r0  r1.
Assume that the number of variables n is the square of a natural number m. Then,
by Lemma 12, any width-3 OBDD has either a path from the root node to the 0-
labelled sink node with at most m 0-labelled edges or a path from the root node to
the 1-labelled sink node with at most 3m 1-labelled edges.
Let Hn be the class of monotone read-once DNF formulas composed of just m terms,
each of which has just m variables. The class of functions represented by formulas in
Hn is included in the class of functions represented by width-3 OBDDs 8 as well as in
the class of functions represented by read-once formulas and in the class of functions
represented by -branching programs. We use Hn as the class from which a target
function is assumed to be selected in our proof, as Angluin et al. and Raghavan et
al. have done. For each permutation of n=m2 variables, let Hn have one formula
regarding the ith group of m variables as the ith term. Note that Hn has many logically
equivalent formulas.
For an assignment a with at most 3m 1s, the number of formulas f in Hn satisfying
f(a)= 1 is at most
3m
m

mm!(n− m)!
and for an assignment a with at most m 0s, the number of formulas f in Hn satisfying
f(a)= 0 is at most mmm!(n − m)!. If m is large enough, the former is also at most
7 Read-once formulas are Boolean formulas over the basis ^ (AND), _ (OR) and : (NOT) that contain
at most one occurrence of each variable.
8 Note that the class of functions represented by width-2 OBDDs does not include the class of functions
represented by formulas in Hn, and that fact prevents the application of the following argument to that class.
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mmm!(n − m)!. Thus, given a counterexample with at most 3m 1s or at most m 0s,
it reduces the number of consistent formulas in Hn by at most mmm!(n − m)!. If the
adversary gives such counterexamples only, then the number of equivalence queries
needed to learn is not polynomial in n, because the number of formulas in Hn is n!,
the number of logically equivalent formulas in Hn is (m!)m+1, and the following lemma
holds.
Lemma 13 (Lemma 18 in Angluin et al. [2]). For any constant C>1 and for any
suciently large integer m; if n=m2 then
mmm!(n− m)!
n!
6C
p
2(m− 1)e−(m−1):
Thus, Theorem 15 is obtainable by the same argument as Theorem 14.
Theorem 14 (Theorem 19 in Angluin et al. [2]). There is no polynomial-time algori-
thm that exactly identies all read-once formulas using equivalence queries. In fact;
there is no polynomial-time algorithm that exactly identies the class of monotone
read-once formulas in disjunctive normal form; even if the equivalence queries are
allowed to consist of arbitrary read-once formulas.
Theorem 15. There exists no polynomial-time algorithm that learns width-3 OBDDs
via proper equivalence queries. Furthermore; there exists no polynomial-time algo-
rithm that learns monotone read-once DNFs via equivalence queries using width-3
OBDDs as hypotheses.
Proof. The only dierence from the proof of Theorem 19 in [2] is the strategy taken by
the adversary to choose its counterexamples. Here, we need only explain the strategy.
Consider the following adversary strategy. To an equivalence query with a hypothesis
width-3 OBDD H , it answers ‘NO’ and returns a counterexample in the following way.
Let a0 be an assignment with the smallest number of 0’s satisfying H (a0)= 0, and let a1
be an assignment with the smallest number of 1’s satisfying H (a1)= 1. The adversary
returns a0 if the number of 0’s in a0 is at most m, and returns a1 if the number of 1’s
in a1 is at most 3m. At least one of these two conditions is satised by Lemma 12.
7. Concluding remarks and open questions
In this paper, we have studied query learnability of bounded-width OBDDs in the
case with an unknown variable ordering. We have shown that the class of width-2
OBDDs is learnable from equivalence queries alone and the class of width-3 OB-
DDs is not learnable from proper equivalence queries alone. These results lead one
to the following open question: are there hypothesis classes which make the class of
width-3 OBDDs learnable? Note that OBDDs are read-once branching programs. Here,
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read-once branching programs dier from -branching programs. Read-once restriction
on branching programs is that any variable appears at most once as labels of nodes on
any path from the root to one of the sink node. If this read-once restriction is removed,
any hypothesis class seems not to be able to make the class of width-3 branching pro-
grams learnable, even by using membership queries, because learning DNFs [7] is
reducible to learning width-3 branching programs, and learning DNFs is believed to be
dicult and cannot be helped by membership queries [3]. As a more general question,
is the class of width-k OBDDs learnable for any xed k?
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Appendix A. Eect of variable ordering
Let f be a Boolean function on X = f(x1; : : : ; xn): x1; : : : ; xn 2f0; 1gg. For variable
ordering  on fx1; : : : ; xng, the -OBDD-width of f is the minimum width among widths
of all levelled OBDDs with ordering  which represent f. From the reduced OBDD
Dr with ordering  which represents f, we can construct a levelled OBDD Dl having
the minimum width by procedure Transform-to-levelled-OBDD. Let fxi1 ; : : : ; xikg be the
set of variables labelling the nodes in Dr and assume xi1 <    < xik in ordering  .
For convenience sake, we call the set of sink nodes the xik+1 -level.
Transform-to-levelled-OBDD: Let D=Dr initially. Repeat the procedure Replace-
one-edge until there are no outgoing edges in D from the xij -level into the xil -level
with l>j + 1.
Replace-one-edge: Let E be an outgoing edge from node Nj in the xij -level into Nl
in the xil -level with l>j + 1.
(1) Create new nodes Nh labelled xih for h= j + 1; : : : ; l− 1.
(2) Redirect E to Nj+1.
(3) Make an a-labelled outgoing edge from Nh into Nh+1 for h= j + 1; : : : ; l− 1 and
a=0; 1.
(4) For all m 2 f1; : : : ; l − 1g, redirect all outgoing edges from xim -level into Nl to
Nh, where h= minfd2fj + 1; : : : ; lg: d>mg.
Let us dene WD(y) as the number of nodes N in D satisfying that y6z holds for N ’s
label z and there exists a variable x such that x<y and at least one of the edges outgo-
ing from the x-level enters N . Assume that D changes into D0 by applying procedure
Replace-one-edge once. Procedure Replace-one-edge has the following properties.
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Property 1. D0 represents the same function as D.
Property 2. WD0(x)=W

D(x) for all variables x.
Let Dr be a reduced OBDD with ordering  which represents f, and let Dl be
the levelled OBDD created from Dr by procedure Transform-to-levelled-OBDD. By
Property 1, Dl represents f. Let us show that the width of Dl is really the minimum
among widths of all levelled OBDDs representing f with ordering . Assume that
there is a levelled OBDD D representing f with ordering  whose width is smaller
than Dl. Let the x-level be one of the levels containing the maximum number of nodes
in Dl. Then, WD(x)<W

Dl(x)=W

Dr (x). By applying the reduction rules in [5], D is
transformed into Dr . Thus, WDr (x)6W

D(x) trivially. This leads to the contradiction
that WD(x)<W

D(x). Therefore, there are no OBDDs representing f with ordering 
whose width is smaller than Dl. Hence, the -OBDD-width of f is maxx WDr (x).
Here, we show the existence of a function sequence f1; f2; : : : and a variable or-
dering sequence 1; 01; 2; 
0
2; : : : such that the n-OBDD-width of fn is two, but its
0n-OBDD-width is exponential in the number of variables of fn. Dene a function
sequence f1; : : : ; fn; : : : representable by width-2 OBDDs with variable ordering n
(x1<x2<   <x2n−1) as follows:
Theorem 16. The 0n-OBDD-width of fn is 2
n for variable ordering 0n dened as
x2n−1<x2n−3 <   < x3<x1<x2<x4 <   < x2n−2.
Proof. It is trivial when n=1. Assume that the theorem statement holds when n= k.
Function fk+1 can be represented by the following:
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Consider OBDD Dk+1 with ordering 0k+1 constructed from this graph by replacing
fk with the reduced OBDD Dk with ordering 0k which represents fk . Let x be a vari-
able satisfying W
0
k
Dk (x)= maxy W
0k
Dk (y). Then, W
0k
Dk (x)= 2
k by the inductive hypothesis.
Since Dk+1 is also the reduced OBDD, W
0k+1
Dk+1 (xi)6W
0k+1
Dk+1 (x)= 2
k+1 for i=1; : : : ; 2k−1,
W
0k+1
Dk+1 (x2k)= 4 and W
0k+1
Dk+1 (x2k+1)= 1. Thus, the 
0
k+1-OBDD-width of fk+1 is 2
k+1.
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